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 American Philosophical Quarterly
 Volume 43, Number 1, January 2006

 DENYING RESPONSIBILITY
 WITHOUT MAKING EXCUSES

 Bruce N. Waller

 VV hen is one not morally responsible
 for doing something wrong? Under what
 circumstances does a malefactor not deserve

 punishment? Who is excused from blame?
 Small children are excused, of course, and the

 insane. One acting in ignorance, or under dire
 threat or extreme duress, is often exempted
 from blame. We may quibble about the de?
 tails, but the basic pattern is clear enough:
 people are excused from moral responsibility
 when they are insane, incompetent, ignorant.
 Specific acts are excused when the actor is
 temporarily impaired (suffers a seizure, is
 under coercion, has been drugged, acts inad?
 vertently or ignorantly), and people are com?
 pletely exempted when they are permanently
 debilitated (by insanity or incompetence).

 The philosophical denial of moral respon?
 sibility has followed the same pattern. J. L.
 Austin's famous "Plea for Excuses" (1956)
 is a plea for careful attention to the specific
 conditions?accident, inadvertent behavior,
 compulsion, and so on?which in special
 circumstances excuse one from moral re?

 sponsibility. The model also applies when
 philosophers attempt to enlarge the denial of
 moral responsibility. In contemporary phi?
 losophy, the classic universal denial of moral
 responsibility is found in the work of John
 Hospers (1952, 1958). Hospers starts with

 examples of individuals gripped by neurotic
 compulsions they can neither understand nor
 control, and from there he extends excusing
 conditions far beyond a few modest excep?
 tions: "psychiatrists began to realize, though
 philosophers did not, that the domination of
 the conscious by the unconscious extended,
 not merely to a few exceptional individuals,
 but to all human beings" (Hospers 1952, p.
 572). Thus excuses are extended to cover
 all, because all are afflicted by a tyrannical
 unconscious that destroys rational control
 along with moral responsibility. This model
 of denying moral responsibility might be
 called the excuse-extensionist model.

 P. F. Strawson (1982) appears to be funda?
 mentally opposed to Hospers. Hospers cham?
 pions universal denial of moral responsibility,
 while Strawson argues that all of us?at
 least all who count as persons?are morally
 responsible, the only exceptions being those
 who are so severely defective that they must
 be regarded with objective detachment (and
 excluded from our moral community). But
 below the surface differences, Strawson's
 brief in support of moral responsibility rests
 on the same excuse-foundation that Hospers
 uses to attack moral responsibility.

 Strawson makes an impressive study of
 when we suspend the "participant reactive
 attitudes" of resentment and gratitude and
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 blame (the ordinary attitudes of our inter-per?

 sonal relationships) and instead employ the
 "objective attitude" of clinical detachment (in
 which we regard someone "as a subject for...
 treatment; as something ... to be managed
 or handled or cured or trained"). The most
 important context for the objective attitude
 is when someone is characterized as a child

 or a hopeless schizophrenic or systematically
 deranged. As Strawson summarizes:

 Seeing someone, then, as warped or deranged
 or compulsive in behavior or peculiarly unfor?
 tunate in his formative circumstances?seeing
 someone so tends, at least to some extent, to
 set him apart from normal participant reactive
 attitudes on the part of one who sees him, tends

 to promote, at least in the civilized, objective
 attitudes. (Strawson 1982, p. 66)

 People are exempted from moral responsi?
 bility when they are warped or deranged or
 compulsive. Thus a universal exemption from
 moral responsibility must be based on the
 judgment that everyone is warped or deranged
 or compulsive. While Hospers certainly does
 not count everyone as deranged, he does
 maintain that the compulsion of unconscious
 psychological forces shapes us in ways we
 cannot escape, and that expanded knowledge
 of the control exerted by the unconscious
 leads to universal exemption from moral
 responsibility. On Hospers's view, nothing
 significant in our lives, acts, and choices can
 escape unconscious control:

 If people generally call most acts free, it is ...
 through not knowing how large a proportion
 of our acts actually are compelled. Only the
 comparatively 'vanilla-flavored' aspects of our
 lives?such as our behavior toward people who
 don't really matter to us?are exempted from
 this rule. (Hospers 1952, p. 574)

 The same underlying excuse-extensionist
 pattern can be traced in the arguments of
 Daniel Dennett (1984). Hospers and Strawson
 exempt people from blame and moral respon?
 sibility when they are "warped or deranged

 or compulsive," and not really in control of
 their own behavior; and thus universal denial

 of moral responsibility is based on universal
 compulsion or derangement. From the other
 direction, but using the same reasoning, Den?
 nett withholds credit and responsibility from
 those whose success was merely a matter of
 luck and not the result of their own exercise of

 skill: the person who draws the winning lot?
 tery ticket, the incompetent basketball player
 whose wild heave at the basket careens in for

 the winning points. Generalizing from such
 cases, Dennett concludes that those who deny
 we are ever due credit for our success (deny
 that we are ever morally responsible) must be
 basing that denial on a universal repudiation
 of skill: we are always just lucky (or unlucky),
 and when we race or shoot or live successfully
 it is never the result of our own skillful con?

 trol. Dennett describes the position of those
 who deny all responsibility thus:

 [T]here is a tendency to treat "lucky" and
 "unlucky" as complementary and exhaustive,
 leaving no room for skill at all. On this view
 nothing in principle could count as skill or
 the result of skill. This is a mistake. Once one

 recognizes that there is elbow room for skill
 in between lucky success and unlucky failure,
 the troubling argument that seems to show that
 no one could ever be responsible evaporates.
 (Dennett 1984, p. 97)

 That is, luck is an exception that exempts
 from the standard situation of credit and mor?

 al responsibility; and the universal exemption
 from moral responsibility must be based on
 the universal extension of luck and absence
 of skillful control. So what are the alterna?

 tives? Either we are morally responsible; or
 we are helpless and incompetent, warped and
 deranged, compulsive and controlled.

 On the excuse-extensionist view, everyone is
 "warped or deranged" (Strawson), cannot exert
 skillful control (Dennett), or unconscious mo?
 tives manipulate all important acts and choices
 (Hospers). From this perspective, it is obvious
 that denial of moral responsibility not only
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 destroys rationality, but also implies that those

 who lack moral responsibility are helpless,
 incompetent, deluded creatures who do not
 qualify as moral beings. Thus C. A. Campbell
 (1957) confidently states that without justly
 deserved praise and blame one must relinquish
 "the reality of the moral life." F. C. Copleston
 claims that if there were no moral responsibility
 then "there would be no objective moral distinc?
 tion between the emperor Nero and St. Francis
 of Assisi" (1965, p. 488). Susan Wolf asserts
 that without moral responsibility we must

 stop thinking in terms of what ought and ought

 not to be. We would have to stop thinking in
 terms that would allow the possibility that some
 lives and projects are better than others.(Wolf
 1981, p. 401)

 It is hardly surprising, then, that uni?
 versal denial of moral responsibility is a
 distinctly minority view in philosophy. The
 excuse-extension path to the denial of moral
 responsibility is not only empirically implau?
 sible (the universal tyranny of the Freudian
 subconscious seems a very weak foundation
 to bear such weight) but also leads to results
 that most consider a reductio ad absurdum.

 Philosophers who support moral respon?
 sibility have scored solid shots against the
 excuse-extensionist argument for the denial
 of moral responsibility, dismissing it as a
 position "difficult to take seriously" (Van In
 wagen 1983, p. 207) or ridiculing it (Dennett
 1984, p. 8) as a view that depends on fantasy
 creatures like "the Hideous Hypnotist" (Den?
 nett's name for a deeply hidden manipulator,
 obviously a derisive reference to Hospers's
 devious Freudian subconscious). Popular as
 this punching bag is, however, philosophical
 pugilists have succeeded only in knocking
 large chunks of straw out of the weakest case
 for the denial of moral responsibility. That
 some who deny moral responsibility?nota?
 bly Hospers?have actually championed the
 excuse-extensionist view does not make it
 any less a straw man.

 Though the views of Austin and Hospers
 and Strawson and Dennett differ in many
 respects, they share an important assumption:

 moral responsibility is the default setting, and
 exceptions to moral responsibility require
 special excusing conditions. This wedges
 those who deny moral responsibility into a
 destructive dilemma. Either it is not the case

 that all our behavior is impaired by delusion
 or insanity or incompetence, and the denial
 of moral responsibility fails; or it is the case
 that we are universally impaired, and the
 destruction of moral responsibility carries in
 its wake the destruction of participant reac?
 tive attitudes, the elimination of genuine skill
 and self-control, the loss of moral evaluation,
 and the demise of rational deliberation: in

 which case we could not have good reasons
 for anything, including the denial of moral
 responsibility.
 There is a safe path between the horns of

 this dilemma, but it requires making a sharp
 turn before the problem even gets started.

 When Hospers attempts to undercut moral re?
 sponsibility by enlarging the realm of excuses
 he makes a fatal concession: he concedes

 that in the right natural circumstances?no
 damaging or constricting or constraining
 special impediments?we can make sense
 of holding people morally responsible.
 Under that assumption, the denial of moral
 responsibility requires special justification,
 and those who deny moral responsibility bear
 the burden of proof. And a heavy burden it is,
 since moral responsibility is eliminated only
 at the cost of insanity or incompetence. In
 those circumstances it is not surprising when
 the malefactor who is "excused from moral

 responsibility" and spared retributive punish?
 ment rejects such mercies and clings to moral
 responsibility. Consider John Spenkelink,
 the first person executed in Florida after the
 resumption of capital punishment. At age
 eleven he discovered the body of his father,
 a suicide victim, whom John had idolized.
 From that point John launched a series of
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 petty crimes, leading eventually to the mur?
 der of a fellow drifter. A few days before his
 execution, he claimed full responsibility for
 his life, asserting: "Man is what he chooses
 to be. He chooses that for himself." Gary

 Watson (1987) discusses the case of executed
 murderer Robert Harris, who was hated by his
 mother, abused by his alcoholic father, teased
 for a speech defect, and repeatedly raped at a
 juvenile detention center. Watson nonetheless
 considers it "noteworthy that Harris himself
 seems to accept responsibility for his life,"
 since someone interviewing Harris reported
 that Harris "told me he had his chance,
 he took the road to hell and there's noth?

 ing more to say." Thus those most brutally
 shaped for failure eagerly claim their own

 moral responsibility. Better to claim moral
 responsibility and the "right to be punished"
 than be banished from the moral community
 and treated as an incompetent object of pity
 or revulsion.

 But the best case for the universal denial

 of moral responsibility does not start from
 the assumption of moral responsibility, and
 then chip away at responsibility by enlarging
 and extending excuses. Instead it challenges
 moral responsibility at its foundation. The
 universal denial of moral responsibility rests
 on the same premise that libertarians propose:
 genuine moral responsibility requires that the
 morally responsible person be the sole author
 of her behavior, and that the person genuinely
 could have acted otherwise. To meet those

 requirements the morally responsible person
 must have contracausal free will (Campbell
 1957) that sets the person's actions apart from
 the natural causal sequence; or as another
 libertarian, Roderick Chisholm, states:

 If we are responsible. . . then we have a prerog?
 ative which some would attribute only to God:
 each of us, when re really act, is a prime mover
 unmoved. In doing what we do, we cause cer?
 tain events to happen, and nothing and no one,
 except we ourselves, causes us to cause those
 events to happen. (Chisholm 1964, p. 395)

 The difference is that libertarians suppose that

 we have such godlike powers, and those natu?
 ralists who deny moral responsibility reject
 such powers. Obviously this does not settle
 the question of moral responsibility. Maybe
 the libertarians are right, and we do have such
 special powers. Or maybe there is some natu?
 ralist version of libertarian free will?such as

 Robert Kane's (1985,1996)?that will allow
 us to be the ultimate authors of our open
 choices without the need for godlike powers.
 Or perhaps the compatibilists are right, and
 moral responsibility has more modest require?
 ments: for example, moral responsibility does
 not require alternative possibilities (Frankfurt
 1971). There are serious problems for all such
 efforts to establish moral responsibility, both
 those that approach the problem from the
 front door of libertarian miracles and those

 that try the back door of natural compatibil
 ism. But that's not the present issue. Rather,
 the point is that universal naturalistic denial of

 moral responsibility is not to be based on the
 ubiquity of excuses, and it is not to be based
 on flaws in the human character?unless one

 supposes that to be a mortal rather than a deity
 implies that one is deeply flawed.

 In contrast to the excuse-extensionist model,

 the miracle-requisite model for denying moral
 responsibility allows room for important
 distinctions. Humans are complex animals,
 thoroughly the product of our short-term
 (conditioning) and long-term (phylogenetic)
 environments, with no miraculous powers of
 contracausal free will. But this leaves open
 a wide range of abilities and disabilities.
 Some are severely damaged, woefully lack?
 ing in powers of rational deliberation and
 self-control. Others enjoy marvelous powers
 of rational planning, careful thought, effec?
 tive self-control, and iron fortitude (they are
 wonderfully skilled, as Dennett would say, in
 all these areas). But they are no more morally
 responsible for their skills and the successes
 that flow from exercising those skills than
 are the incompetents: they are fortunate?
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 lucky?to have been shaped by environments
 (or endowed with recent mutations) that gave
 them such powers. Most are somewhere in
 between: neither brilliant nor incompetent,
 neither iron-willed nor hopelessly wishy
 washy. We may have the skills to undertake
 self-improvement projects: to eat less sweets,
 think more carefully and avoid rash decisions,
 gain better control of our tempers; and we
 may carry those projects out successfully, and
 become better?and more deliberative and

 self-controlled?persons. But that we have (or
 lack) the inclination to undertake such self
 reform, and the self-control and fortitude and

 planning capacities to succeed in such self
 development, is a matter of our good (or bad)
 environmental fortune, and not something for
 which we deserve credit or blame.

 The person who successfully employs her
 skills to overcome a nicotine addiction has

 indeed accomplished something important,
 and she accomplished it herself, by means
 of her own skills and capacities. She did it,
 true enough; but supposing that she is mor?
 ally responsible is another matter altogether.
 The person who undertakes a similar project
 but fails (owing to weaker resolve, or less
 self-control, or inadequate planning pow?
 ers) is likewise not morally responsible for
 her failure. Again, the failure is owing to
 her own?in this case inadequate?capaci?
 ties; but there is no suggestion that she is so
 severely flawed that she can never exercise
 self-control or employ reason, and certainly
 no suggestion that she can never exercise
 genuine skill or be the appropriate subject of
 Strawson's participant reactive attitudes.
 By carefully planning and deliberating

 we can make things happen, and the effec?
 tive plans we sometimes make and execute
 are genuinely our own. We do have skills,
 and our successes are often the result of our

 own skills. We are not helpless puppets of
 unconscious forces that thwart our plans
 and manipulate our thoughts. But neither is

 rational planning a power that transcends our
 environmental history.

 Psychologists describe what they call "need
 for cognition": a stable factor, distinct from
 cognitive ability, and varying from individual
 to individual (Cacioppo and Petty 1982). The
 need for cognition motivates both engage?
 ment in and enjoyment of effortful cognitive
 activity (Amabile et al. 1994). Those low in
 need for cognition are "cognitive misers":
 they have little intrinsic motivation to engage
 in careful cognition, do not enjoy it, and are
 generally less practiced and less effective at it.

 "Chronic cognizers," by contrast, enjoy think?
 ing, require little external stimulus to engage
 in cognitive efforts, and think longer and more

 deeply. Facing a difficult quandary, chronic
 cognizers think long and hard, while cognitive
 misers engage in very little reflection.

 Why is one person a chronic cognizer, an?
 other a cognitive miser? Most likely it is the
 result of early influences:

 Children who learn, through observation and
 experience, that they can cope with their prob?
 lems through reason and verbal influence rather
 than through physical force or flight should tend

 to develop higher levels of need for cognition
 because of the demonstrated import of good
 problem-solving skills in charting a course
 through the hazards of life. (Cacioppo et al.
 1996, p. 246)

 Chronic cognizers are more likely to make
 wise decisions, while cognitive misers are
 less likely to look and think before they leap.

 Neither chronic cognizers nor cognitive mi?
 sers justly deserve credit or blame for their
 judicious or impetuous decisions, because
 their respective capacities for sustained
 thought were shaped by their early condition?

 ing. Cognitive misers are nevertheless not
 lunatics. They are not helplessly impaired, not
 objects to be managed by others. Reflective
 Monica may be more reliable, but impetuous
 Alice is not beyond the pale of friendship and
 affection. Neither is morally responsible for
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 her character or deliberative powers, or for
 the results that flow from them.

 The explanation of why Monica and Alice
 differ in cognitive perseverance might run
 deeper. Consider the capacity for deliberating
 carefully and exercising the "moral discern?
 ment" necessary to both shape and be shaped
 by positive and aversive social sanctions.
 Those having such capacities might well en?
 joy enhanced fitness in cohesive social envi?
 ronments that select for social responsiveness
 and cooperation, and a genetic propensity for
 such abilities could become concentrated and

 enhanced through natural selection. Such an
 evolutionary-naturalist account does not di?
 minish the importance of those discernment
 capacities, but it casts deeper doubt upon
 claims that justice requires the special reward
 or punishment of the fortunate and unfortu?
 nate products of phylogenetic luck.
 Alice may be rather impetuous, not terribly

 bright, and sorely lacking in fortitude, and
 thus often does what she should not, and fails

 to do what she should?and given the fact that
 she was shaped to have such characteristics
 by environmental (or evolutionary) forces far
 beyond her control, she deserves no blame for
 her failings. But her friends (and enemies)
 have no reason to banish her to the realm of

 cold "objective attitudes." Perhaps she can
 improve, as she often tries; but should she

 manage to develop an improved version of
 herself, the capacity to make such changes
 will be the product of her history, and not
 something that justifies attributions or claims
 of moral responsibility.
 Of course both libertarians and compati

 bilists will reject this conclusion, but that
 is an argument for another day. The present
 goal is to make clear (i) what rejection of
 miracle-requisite moral responsibility actu?
 ally involves, and (ii) what it does not involve:
 namely, universal excuses based on universal
 incompetence. That is enough to establish
 that the widespread philosophical belief in
 the obvious implausibility of the denial of

 moral responsibility is based on a straw man
 representation ofthat denial, and that has sev?
 eral important implications. First, the denial
 of moral responsibility does not imply that
 no one is an appropriate subject for any of
 Strawson's "participant reactive attitudes."
 Obviously the denial of moral responsibil?
 ity undercuts such reactive attitudes as ven?
 geance, but it does not undermine attitudes
 of affection, gratitude, love, and friendship.
 Looking carefully at our ties of affection and
 friendship, we may have difficulty tracing
 their origins and basis; but it is clear that
 they are not founded on just deserts. Indeed,
 questions of just deserts are more likely to
 mark the demise of friendship and affection.
 Furthermore, there is no reason to suppose
 that denying all moral responsibility entails
 judging everyone an incompetent who must
 be managed and "treated." We can deny that
 Jill deserves blame while recognizing that she
 is a person of considerable competence, with
 her own ideas and values. "Managing" her
 would not only violate her right to make her
 own choices but would also cause her distress,
 quite possibly resulting in psychological dam?
 age in the form of learned helplessness and
 depression. Nor does the universal denial of
 moral responsibility imply that we cannot ar?
 gue with one another. It does, however, mean
 that we should not blame our opponents for
 shallow reasoning, nor judge them deserving
 of punishment for failing to give due consid?
 eration to our compelling argumentation.

 Second, the rejection of excuse-extension
 ism means there is no reason to suppose that
 the absence of moral responsibility would
 undercut all morality. Rafia is a profoundly
 virtuous person. She holds deep moral
 principles to which she is reflectively and
 emotionally committed, she is resolute in her
 virtuous efforts, and she is courageous in the
 face of opposition. She deserves no reward for
 her virtuous character and generous behavior:

 her fortunate early environment shaped her
 virtuous and enduring character traits, includ
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 ing her reflectiveness, her principled commit?

 ments, and her generous spirit. She is lucky
 to be such a good person, she is not morally
 responsible for her character and behavior;
 but she is nonetheless a paragon of virtue, and

 it is morally good that we nurture children to
 be more like Rafia. Of course, neither we nor

 they will deserve blame if we fall short.
 Third, arguing against moral responsibility

 is not self-defeating. If the denial of moral
 responsibility were based on the claim that
 we are all imbeciles or demented or otherwise

 severely defective, then it would be silly to
 suppose that such severely defective individu?
 als could intelligently argue against anything,
 including against moral responsibility. In fact
 it would be doubly self-defeating: we could
 not be moral beings, making moral claims
 about whether punishment and reward were
 fair or justly deserved; and even if we were
 somehow moral, it would be impossible to
 argue intelligently about morality. But when
 excuse-extensionist grounds for denying
 moral responsibility are rejected, then there
 is no reason to suppose that in the absence
 of moral responsibility we could not make
 moral claims, follow moral principles, ar?
 gue for moral conclusions, and consistently
 campaign for the conclusion that "just des?
 erts" are unfair. Of course no one deserves

 special praise for following moral principles,
 nor blame for violating them; but that does
 not imply that we can never follow such
 principles, find them meaningful, and regard
 them as true. Some claim that it is morally
 wrong to hold people morally responsible.
 There are good reasons for that claim. They
 are fortunate?or lucky?to have the wisdom
 to recognize those good reasons. Thus they
 deserve no praise for their wise and virtu?
 ous campaign against moral responsibility.
 Perhaps all those assertions are mistaken.
 But in the absence of excuse-extensionism,
 denial of moral responsibility is not a self
 defeating claim.

 The above argument is designed to show
 that excuse-extensionism is a straw man

 position. There is a shorter argument to the
 same end. Most who find moral responsibility
 implausible insist that moral responsibility re?

 quires miracles?the power to be an unmoved
 mover, the power of contra-causal free will,
 the miraculous ability to make yourself ab
 initio. But we do not have such miraculous

 powers. We may still have free will, but not
 the miracle-working libertarian free will that
 is required for moral responsibility. Therefore

 we do not have moral responsibility. Obvi?
 ously the strength ofthat argument is a vexed
 issue, and there are two standard lines of at?
 tack: first, the libertarian line, that attacks the

 second premise and asserts we do have such
 special powers; and second, the compatibilist
 line, that attacks the first premise and denies
 that miracle-working powers are necessary
 for moral responsibility. The strength or
 vulnerability of that argument against moral
 responsibility is not the current question. The
 point is instead a simple one: when those who
 reject moral responsibility deny the existence
 of the requisite miraculous powers, they are
 not denying the existence of moderate (non
 miraculous) levels of rationality, self-control,
 and moral commitment. So in sum: represent?
 ing the denial of moral responsibility as based
 on irrationality, amorality, and imbecility is a
 straw man representation.
 Now it is possible to have an honest argu?

 ment. Eliminating the excuse-extensionist
 straw man does not resolve the question of

 moral responsibility, but it does have impor?
 tant implications for that issue. First, it shifts

 the burden of proof from those who deny all
 moral responsibility (they are not attempting
 to establish excuses) and places it squarely
 on those who are claiming justification for
 treating individuals in special harmful (puni?
 tive) or beneficial (rewarding) ways. This is
 an important shift. After all, we rightly judge
 people competent unless proven otherwise:
 if you wish to count someone as so severely
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 defective that she cannot function in at least

 the minimal way necessary to live as a free and

 self-governing member of society, then you
 must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
 she is very severely flawed. And if you wish
 to prove such a thing about everybody, then
 the burden of proof become crushing. With
 the burden shifted, those who deny just deserts

 and moral responsibility do not have to prove
 incompetence; instead, the burden of proof
 rests on those who claim that it is fair to blame

 or punish the person whose environment
 shaped him as a "cognitive miser" with weak
 self-confidence and minimum fortitude.

 While limited cognitive and control abili?
 ties may suffice for naturalistic free will,
 careful scrutiny quickly reveals substantive
 differences in life histories and psychological
 resources among those who qualify as making
 their own free choices; and such differences

 raise serious questions about the fairness of
 assigning just deserts of special reward and
 punishment to those with such dramatically
 different starting capacities. It is commonly
 assumed that passing the minimum standard
 for freedom automatically establishes moral
 responsibility, but that assumption requires
 support?and the burden of proof belongs to
 those who insist that when individuals meet

 the minimum qualifications for exercising
 free choice then the obvious and substantial
 differences in formative histories can be

 ignored in determining moral responsibil?
 ity. For those who restrict their explana?
 tory systems to natural processes, meeting
 that burden of proof requires finding some
 natural capacity that will justify the special
 treatment of just deserts: a natural capacity
 with the remarkable power of overriding and
 rendering irrelevant the social, psychological,
 and biological forces that shaped our widely
 varying characters and abilities.

 There is a second important result from
 eliminating the excuse-extensionist straw
 man: it destroys the foundation of a very
 popular style of argument in support of moral

 responsibility. This is such a common form
 of argument for moral responsibility that
 it might be christened "the Modus Tollens
 Proof of Moral Responsibility," or MTPMR
 for short. A good example of MTPMR can
 be found in Van Inwagen:

 I have listened to philosophers who deny the
 existence of moral responsibility I cannot take
 them seriously. I know a philosopher who has
 written a paper in which he denies the reality
 of moral responsibility. And yet this same phi?
 losopher, when certain of his books were stolen,
 said, "That was a shoddy thing to do!" But no
 one can consistently say that a certain act was
 a shoddy thing to do and say that its agent was
 not morally responsible when he performed it.
 (Van Inwagen 1983, p. 207)

 How does this argument actually work? The
 form is simply modus tollens:

 If there is no moral responsibility, then we can?
 not make moral judgments.

 But we certainly do make moral judgments.

 Therefore there must be moral responsibility.

 But that perfectly valid argument depends for
 its first premise on the excuse-extensionist

 model of the denial of moral responsibility:
 that is, it depends on the assumption that

 moral responsibility is denied on the basis
 of characteristics that make one incompe?
 tent (and thus excused) as a moral being. As
 argued earlier, that may well be an implica?
 tion of excuse-extensionism, but it is not an

 implication of the more plausible denial of
 miracle-requisite moral responsibility.

 MTPMR comes in several varieties, but
 they all have the same basic structure, with the

 variation occurring in the predicate of the ini?

 tial premise: If there is no moral responsibil?
 ity, then there can be no moral judgments (or
 no rationality, or no argument, or no exercise
 of skill, or no legitimate emotions or friend?
 ship or gratitude). But (second premise): we
 do make moral judgments (respectively: we
 are sometimes rational, we are capable of
 argument, we do exercise skills, we do have
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 legitimate emotions, we do have friendships,
 we do feel gratitude). The second premise is
 true, and the conclusion follows. But the first

 premise is built on a foundation of excuse-ex?
 tensionism, and that is a foundation of straw.

 Thus the arguments of this paper do not settle
 the question of moral responsibility; but they
 place the burden of proof on the advocates of
 moral responsibility, and deprive them of a
 favorite line of argument.

 In sum, universal denial of moral respon?

 sibility does not have the baleful effects
 generally thought, the effects that follow
 only if denial of moral responsibility is based
 on universalizing and exaggerating excuses.
 When moral responsibility is denied on
 miracle-requisite grounds, the denial leaves
 ample room for competence and skill, reason
 and morality, affection and revulsion. And the

 denial ofmoral responsibility does not ostra?
 cize one from the human moral community:
 after all, if no one has moral responsibility,
 then lack of moral responsibility does not
 set one apart. And finally, it leaves space for
 all the freedom most people would want: we
 can make choices based on our own prefer?
 ences and our changing circumstances, we
 can make plans and carefully deliberate (to
 the degree that we are fortunate enough to
 have been shaped as chronic cognizers), we
 can exercise our genuine skills (the skills
 we were lucky enough to acquire). This is
 not the miracle-working self-creating free
 will required for moral responsibility, but it
 is quite sufficient for social animals in the
 natural world.

 Youngstown State University
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